Windows Movie Maker
CISN 101 Dual Credit
Due: Wednesday 12/10
Student’s Name: ________________________________________

Scoring Guide for PowerPoint Presentation

TOTAL POINTS POSSIBLE = 100





A) Movie includes a minimum of 10 slides about the author (YOU
B) Logistics--Minimum of 10 slides, maximum for the movie not to exceed 3 minutes
C) Presentation has been (a) saved; (b) in correct format and file brought to class for presentation and
(c) presentation is no longer than 3 minutes
(5 points per = 15 points)



First “slide” is:
o (a) WELCOME SLIDE which includes: (5 points per = 15 points )
o (b) Your name
o (c) Your voice introducing the presentation



Within the presentation the following are included (5 points per = 20 points)
o (a) Transitions
o (b) Effects
o (c) Photos/Images
o (d) Music



Movie captions (5 per points =20 points)
o (a) Appropriate background color
o (b) Appropriate Text
o (c) Appropriate Font
o (d) Appropriate font size



Effectiveness (10 points)
o The photos and captions tell a story about the author (YOU)



Music: (a) Appropriate Background Music Includes a (b) citation for where the music was located
(5 points)
o Correctly written citations



Originality and organization (5 points)
o Presentation includes originality and information is presented in a unique manner
o Appropriate organization of information
TOTAL 90 points
Using the scoring guide, the presentation will be scored three times: 1.) you the author (5 points); 2) a class
member (before December 10) (5 points) and 3) Dr. Lancaster—when the materials are turned in on
12/10/14
Total Points plus scoring points = 100 points

Windows Movie Maker –refer to the handout with instructions and illustrations.
Windows Movie Maker has three steps which must be followed to achieve a final product.

I.

First create a folder where ALL photos, videos, music, and the unsaved file
is stored.
1. Import photos, videos, music . Place the photos on the timeline. Each clip appears
for approximately 5 seconds. If you want the image to remain longer, copy it more
than one time on the timeline.
a. Music is place below the time line. Music an be edited to fit a clip.
2. From the Tmeline view, bring in transitions between slides, Effects to enhance the
photos and add interest to still photos. The first slide should introduce the topic.
Captions or titles can be added before slides. The last slide may give credits,
citations, thanks, etc.
3. The Final Step is SAVING the product in a step known as “rendering”. When the final
product has been correctly rendered the file is saved as a three letter extension
.wmv
a. If the file is NOT correctly saved the format will be a five letter extension (all
caps)
4. The final product will be rendered and saved to the folder you created in step one.
5. If you do not correctly save and render the materials, there will be a red X instead of
the image you placed on the Timeline.

